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Abstract. In view of the problem that the efficiency of processing data is not high and the rules database is more complicated with large amounts of users’ historical transaction data in bank anti-fraud platform, based on the banking business and technical requirements, this paper designs a simpler and more efficient rules engine for bank anti-fraud platform. This rules engine has functions of service interface, rules database, rules management and rules matching, etc. With large amounts of data in platform, this rules engine can match rules and perform the actions specified in rules to provide technical support for anti-fraud detection.

1 Introduction

As an important part of the bank anti-fraud platform, rules engine can apply rules for large amounts of data to provide anti-fraud detection of users’ transaction data and perform the actions specified in the rules by matching rules.

With the rapid development of the Internet finance, fraud of debit cards, credit cards and online banking has become the focus of monitoring the risk in the bank [1]. Existing bank anti-fraud platform has some problems that processing large amounts of data is not efficient and the rules database is more complicated [2]. Therefore, improving the rules engine in business and technology, researching and designing a simpler and more efficient rules engine are urgent demands to address the problems.

2 Function requirements

In this paper, the functions of the designed rules engine include transaction data acquisition interface, detection data storage interface, services interface about rules engine, rules management, rules database and rules matching. The frame of the rules engine is shown in Figure 1.

(1) Data interface

The users’ historical transaction data in bank anti-fraud platform include debit card transaction data, credit card transaction data, online banking transaction data and other data. These data come from different sources and the storage format is not same with each other. Through the data acquisition interface, it can standardize data format for the rules engine by providing recognizable and standardized data. And the detection results of users’ transaction data are stored in the database by data storage interface.

(2) Service interface

By the service interface, bank anti-fraud platform calls the rules engine to provide logic control and detect users’ historical transaction data.

(3) Rules management

Depending on the different strategies, it has different operations of initializing, loading, querying, modifying, deleting, and verifying for rules.
(4) Rules database

Rules database is the basis of the rules engine and it is a collection of rules files which are established by rules engine. Rules database is maintained by rules management and it is used by rules engine.

(5) Rules Matching

The first step is modelling with rules files in rules database. Then, it will match rules with users’ historical transaction data by the model. Finally, it will return the detection results for bank anti-fraud platform.

3 Design and implementation

3.1 Overall architecture

The overall architecture of the rules engine is shown in Figure 2.
(1) Service interface module

Service interface module using Web Service provides service access of rules engine for bank anti-fraud platform. The service interface exchanges information by XML to have business scalability. XML provides a way to describe structured data and it has a uniform format and syntax. XML is also a scalable language. According to the basic syntax of XML, it can further define the scope and use of document formats [3].

(2) Rules management module

Rules management module includes the establishing rules, querying rules, modifying rules, deleting rules, verifying rules, auditing rules, deploying rules and publishing rules, as shown in Figure 3. According to the demands, rules management module establishes new rules files or modifies existing rules files in rules engine. And the rules testers verify these new or modified rules. If rules don’t pass verification, they will be sent back to be remodified. On the contrary, if they pass verification, they will be deployed and published. And the published rules will be called by the rules engine.

(3) Rules database module

Rules database module is a collection of rules files using HBase technology for storage. According to the characteristics of fraud, it will refine elements of fraud behaviour, and integrate these elements logically to form a rules file. When users’ behaviour triggers one rule or more, bank anti-fraud platform will take some intervention for users to avoid risk.

HBase is a distributed and scalable big data warehouse using HDFS distributed processing mode, with key/value storage mode bringing real-time query capabilities as well as off-line processing or batch processing capability by MapReduce. Through HBase technology, the rules database module stores data into database to improve the efficiency of querying relevant rules in rules database for the rules engine [4].

(4) Rules matching module

Through the rules engine service interface, it will call the rules engine. Users’ historical transaction data from bank anti-fraud platform will be matched by the established model and subgraph matching algorithm with the Spark platform. Then it will return the detection results.

Spark Streaming is built on a real-time stream computing framework that extends Spark Streaming large data processing capabilities. Spark Streaming uses transaction data streaming to divide into RDD with time-unit. It uses RDD to operate each block of data. Each block of data will have a Spark job process. And finally, by processing in batch it handles each time slice of data. The rules engine uses Spark Streaming technology in the process of matching users’ transaction data to improve the data processing and matching speed in big data [5].
3.2 Application architecture

For bank anti-fraud platform, the application architecture of the rules engine is divided into the following four levels, as shown in Figure 4.

1. **Data Layer**

Data layer provides a secure and concurrent data mechanism to store anti-fraud data, rules database and other data, and simplify the functions of adding data, deleting data, modifying data, and querying data for the rules engine in bank anti-fraud platform.

2. **Access Layer**

By mapping between objects and relational database, access layer reads and transfers relevant data in database of rules engine.

3. **Service Layer**

Service layer is to provide users with different service interfaces, and complete the corresponding business functions operation through different service interfaces, such as detecting users’ transaction data and calling the rules engine service.

4. **Business Layer**

Business layer is a communication bridge between users and platform, which not only provides users with a medium of communication, but also to show and submit data to achieve certain logic to coordinate the operation of users and platform. In bank anti-fraud platform, it is mainly about users having access to web pages by HTTP protocol.
3.3 Functional flow

Functional flow for rules engine in bank anti-fraud platform is shown in Figure 5.

By data interface service, rules engine acquires users’ historical transaction data and then, extracts data, converses data, and checks data quality. The standardized data which need to be detected will eventually be stored using HBase technology.

Rules engine will check the data to be detected whether the data are consistent with the requirements. If they meet requirements, the rules engine will be called. If they don’t meet requirements, they will be with exception handling.

When the data to be detected meet the requirements, the rules engine will be called by service interface. The rules engine using Spark Streaming technology to detect data by rules matching. And it will return the results into the database.

When the process of calling rules engine is abnormal, it will generate an exception message and return the exception information into the database.
3.4 Security mechanism

Security mechanism includes data reading security, data storage security, rules database security and monitoring security [5].

(1) Data reading security

Data reading security uses user authentication in rules engine to ensure that the user has access to read the history of the bank transaction data. And transaction data in the process of reading the data are encrypted to ensure that they remain private, as well as digital signature is to ensure that they have not been tampered.

(2) Data storage security

Data storage security uses recognition of user identity and other technologies to ensure that user has access to the data of the detection results and store data into the database. In the process of data storage, data encryption and signature will be used to ensure that data are private and can’t be tampered with in the stored procedure.

(3) Rules database security

Rules engine ensures the safety of the rules database through the role management control and access control mode. Using role management control, it can set up and manage user roles to get access to the system resources, such as whether user has access to rules database. Implementation of access control, it can establish and maintain roles with business-related and permissions correspondence table to assign a role who has access to the resources, such as whether the user has the privilege of the operations of establishing, querying, modifying, deleting, auditing, deploying and publishing the rules files.

(4) Monitoring security

Rules engine needs to have complete running logs, users’ monitoring operation logs, users’ login logs and system abnormal logs to ensure that it can monitor the processes.

4 Conclusion

This paper researches and designs a rules engine for bank anti-fraud platform. With large amounts of users’ historical transaction data, it will call the rules engine to apply rules. And it will match rules to perform the actions specified in rules to provide a simpler and more efficient anti-fraud detection with users’ historical transaction data which provides a solution for bank anti-fraud detection.
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